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ABSTRACT 

Current domain specific or task-oriented human-computer 
dialogue systems are tightly bound with applications. The 
success of the strategy in one domain often does not ensure the 
success of the same strategy in other domains. To apply a 
strategy of one domain to another can be as difficult as exploring 
in a new domain. We present a spoken dialogue model based on 
extended Lambek calculus, which aims to solve the problem of 
understating complex sentences in a dialogue. This may pave the 
way towards applying a common strategy in different domains.  

1. INTRODUCTION  

Spoken dialogue involves many AI technologies: speech 
recognition, natural language understanding, discourse resolution, 
dialogue management, language generation, and TTS system. 

Many efforts have been made on this research. For example, 
Goddeau et al proposed a method to handle the dialogue status 
by filling an electronic form. This approach avoids enumerating 
all possible dialogue states to form network and allows the user 
not to follow the system’s prompt [1]. However, there remains 
large space for research. Among the obstacles, natural language 
understanding in dialogue management, which is the bridge 
between speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis, is one 
of the most difficult tasks.     

Up to now, virtually all spoken dialogues or voice-driven 
telephone services have used a menu-like user interface, in 
which the caller can input only one piece of information [2]. For 
example, in a telephone stock trade dialogue system, the system 
may initialize the dialogue with the prompt “Welcome to stock 
trade system. To buy stock, please dial 1, to sell stock, please 
dial 2, to check your balance, please dial 3…” then if you dial 1 
to tell the system that you want to buy stock, it asks you to input 
the stock name; after you input the stock name, it asks you to 
input the amount of stock that you want to buy, and in the next 
turn, you input the price at which you want to buy. Step by step, 
you finish a trade. 

From the point of view of human factor, this kind of menu-like 
system can result in an unfriendly feeling to users. First, in a 
complex system, the menu tree can be very deep, and a user 
could lose the way in the dialogue process. Second, human users 
resist listening many unrelated options before making one choice. 
They tend to query information in a parallel mode. For instance, 
in an airline ticket reservation system, people may prefer to say 
“I want to go from Shanghai to Beijing arriving around 17:00 on 
Monday”, instead of going through a five-step procedure 

(departure place, destination, day, time of day, and search data 
base with departure / arrive time as key)[3]. Third, human users 
do not like to synch themselves with machine in a predefined 
order. In the above scenario, a user may speak the destination 
earlier than departure time.  

Prior dialogue systems were based on  collections of routines 
constructed for specific domains. For example, online travel 
information system [2], bank service [4], and public 
transportation information [5] are domain specific systems. 
These would often work quite well. But the design and 
implementation of the dialogue strategy is tightly bound to the 
specific application domain. The success of the strategy in one 
domain often does not ensure the success of the same strategy in 
other domains. 

This paper presents a new spoken dialogue model based on 
Extended Lambek Calculus, which can be applied to most task-
oriented applications, and is portable among different domains. 
Taking stock trade dialogue as the specific domain, we explain 
how to create an application by this model, and at the same time, 
demonstrate the portability of the model. In addition, this model 
does not require a fixed query sequence, providing a natural way 
for the dialogue input.  

2. BASIC CATEGORY THEORY 

2.1 Category Grammar 

A sentence, in fact, is a syntactically and semantically well-
defined sequence of words. We will analyze a sentence from 
both syntactic and semantic viewpoints. Category Grammar (CG) 
is a grammar covers both syntax and semantics, which intend to 
endow logic expression with an explicit syntax description. 
Lambek first considered using module theory, ideal theory and 
category grammar to analyze the structure of natural language, 
and put forward Lambek calculus, which provided category 
grammar with a powerful deductive system [6,7]. 

In category grammar, each syntax category can be mapped into a 
semantic type. Category set is composed of base category set and 
rule set that is derived from base category set [8,9]. 

Def 1 The basic categories BasCat = {Fi|i∈I} are well-
defined feature structures from some viewpoint of ontology, 
where i is an index set and BasCat is closed under unification. 

Def 2 The set of all syntactic categories Cat is constructed as 
follows: 
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BasCat ⊆ Cat 

If A, B∈Cat, then B/A, A\B ∈ Cat 

Non-associated Lambek calculus can be explained as following: 
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For more information about category grammar and Lambek 
Calculus, please refer to  [10]. 

2.2 Extended Lambek Calculus 

Orthodox Lambek calculus has been explained in many papers. 
In this paper, we extend Lambek calculus with boolean calculus 
(NOT ~, AND ∧, OR ∨), which can be described as:   

 A∧B ⇔  B∧A 

 A∨B ⇔  B∨A 

 ~(~A) ⇔A 

The boolean expression “AND” can be mapped into Chinese 
words such as “和” “且”, and some consistent clauses. Similarly, 
“OR” can be mapped into Chinese word “或” and selective 
clauses; “NOT” can be mapped into Chinese word “不”, negative 
sentence and turning clauses.  

In a specific domain, though people can say thousands or even 
millions of sentences during the dialogue, those sentences that 
are related to the domain can be mapped into only a limited 
number of sentence templates. Applying Extended Lambek 
calculus, we may induce two different sentences into an identical 
sentence template. 

We apply our model to a Chinese stock trade dialogue system. 
First, we define the following base categories and non-base 
categories. 

3. SPOKEN DIALO GUE MODEL BASED ON 
EXTENDED LAMBERK CALCULUS 

3.1 Category Definition 

In the stock trade dialogue domain, we can define the following 
base categories and non-base categories. 

Base categories： 

                 word item           logic item                   category 

Stock name  

浙江东方: C*浙江东方                 N    

郑州煤电: C*郑州煤电               N    

基金开元: C*基金开元               N    

浦发银行: C*浦发银行                 N    

… 

Stock trade term： 

价格:  C*价格          N    

成交量:  C*成交量         N    

开盘价:  C*开盘价                  N  

涨跌:  C*涨跌         N    

… 

Non-base categories： 

买入、买、吃进、吃入、吸进、  λx V*buy(x) VP/N 

卖出、卖、抛出、抛…         λx V*sell(x) VP/N 

看看、看一下、查一下…       λx V*query(x) VP/N 

哪些、多少…      λνp (νp→Uad) VP/N 

如何、怎样…      λνp (νp→Uad)         
VP/VP 

… 

3.2 Type Category Calculation and Template 

We can prove that two sentences that are of the same meaning 
but different in word sequence can be reduced into a same logic 
express and can be extracted as a template. 

    Sentence 1:  “限价 1.25元买入 1000股稀土高科。” 

Type Category Calculation:  

 
Figure1 Type Category Calculus of Sentence1 

Logic item reduction： 

(1) 限价                             λxV*limit(x) 

(2) 1.25元                            C1.25元* 

(3) 限价 1.25元               λxV*limit(x) C1.25元* 

            ⇒ V*limit(C1.25元*) 

(4) 1000股                       C1000股* 

(5) 稀土高科                    C 稀土高科* 

(6) 1000股稀土高科                 C1000股* C 稀土高科*⇒ C1000股稀土高科* 

(7) 买入                                    λxV*buy(x) 

(8) 买入 1000股稀土高科       λxV*buy(x) C1000股稀土高科*                       



                                                    ⇒ V*buy( C1000股稀土高科*) 

(9) 限价 1.25元买入 1000股稀土高科  

                               V*limit(C1.25元*)  ∧  V*buy( C1000股稀土高科*) 

Figure2 Lambek Calculus of Sentence1 

    Sentence 2:  “买入 1000股稀土高科限价 1.25元。” 

Type category calculation:  

 
Figure2 Type category calculus of Sentence2 

Logic item reduction： 

(1) 1000股                               C1000股* 

(2) 稀土高科                            C 稀土高科* 

(3) 1000股稀土高科               C1000股* C 稀土高科*⇒ C1000股稀土高科* 

(4) 买入                                    λxV*buy(x) 

(5) 买入 1000股稀土高科       λxV*buy(x) C1000股稀土高科*    

                                                       ⇒ V*buy( C1000股稀土高科*) 

(6) 限价                                   λxV*limit(x) 

(7) 1.25元                               C1.25元* 

(8) 限价 1.25元                     λxV*limit(x) C1.25元* 

                     ⇒ V*limit(C1.25元*) 

(9) 限价 1.25元买入 1000股稀土高科    

V*buy( C1000股稀土高科*)  ∧  V*limit(C1.25元*) 

Fig5 Lambek Calculus of Sentence2 

From A∧B ⇔  B∧A, we know that V*limit(C1.25 元*)  ∧  
V*buy( C1000 股 稀 土 高 科 *) equals to V*buy( C1000 股 稀 土高科*)  ∧  
V*limit(C1.25元*) .  Both sentences show the same meaning to buy 
1000 shares of Xi Tu Gao Ke at a price no higher than RMB 1.25. 
It results in a template, FBuy (StockName, StockAmount, Price) 

Accordingly, we collect dialogue samples, and map sentences 
into 14 sentence templates. For example, sentences expressing 
“buying stock” can be different in stock name, quantity and 
expected price, but the meaning “buy” can’t be replaced.  

Finally, according to the extended Lambek calculus, sentences 
such as: 

“限价 1.25 元, 买入 1000 股稀土高科” and “买入
1000股稀土高科, 限价 1.25元” 

can be expressed as: 

限价 1.25元 ∧买入 1000股稀土高科 ⇔  买入 1000
股稀土高科 ∧ 限价 1.25元 

They can be formalized by a same template: 

FBuy (StockName, StockAmount, Price) 

Sentence 3:  “看一看基金开元开盘价？” 

Type category calculation:  

 
Figure3  Type category calculus of Sentence 3 

Logic item reduction： 

(1) 基金开元                        C 基金开元* 

(2) 开盘价                            C 开盘价* 

(3) 基金开元开盘价            C 基金开元* C 开盘价*⇒ C 基金开元开盘价* 

(4) 看一看                                    λxV*query(x) 

(5) 看一看基金开元开盘价       λxV*query(x) C 基金开元开盘价*    

                                                       ⇒ V*query(C 基金开元开盘价*) 

In fact, in a specific domain, the number of logical expression is 
limited. We can employ finite template set to express them. For 
instance, below are the sentence templates that were collected 
and generalized in stock trade.  

1) FUserConfirm( UserName, UserPassword) 

// Confirm user’s account, where the necessary information is 
user’s name and password. As a result, a session will be created. 

2) FBuy ( StockName, StockAmount, Price) 

// Buy a specific stock, where the user must tell the system which 
stock, how many shares, and at what price he or she wants to buy. 
If the user does not have enough money, the system will give a 
tip. 

3) FSell ( StockName, StockAmount, Price) 

// Sell a specific stock, where the user must tell the system which 
stock, how many shares, and at what price he or she wants to sell. 
If the user does not have this stock or enough number of stocks, 
the system will also give a tip. 

4) FQueryBalance ( ) 

// Query the user’s balance. Since the user has created a session, 
the default user name is the name of the user who owns the 
session. 

 FQueryStockAmount ( StockName) 

// For a certain stock, query how many shares the user has. 

 FQueryStockPrice ( StockName) 

// For a certain stock, query the current stock price. 

 FQueryStockOpenQuotationt (StockName, Date) 



// For a certain stock, query its open quotation. The default date 
is “today”, if the user wants to query the earlier date, the user 
must specify clearly. 

 FQueryStockBargain (StockName, Date) 

// Query a certain stock’s bargain amount. The default date is 
“today”, and if it is not today, provide the date 

 FQueryStockBetterment (StockName, Date) 

// Query a stock’s price variety. Point out the date if it is not the 
default value, “today” 

5) FConfirmTrade(TransactionID, Yes?No) 

// Confirm whether the user really wants the trade to be execute, 
provide “yes” or “no” as the key information 

 FQueryTrade( ) 

// Query how many trades does the user have  

 FCancelTrade(TransactionID) 

// Cancel a trade. 

6) FCloseSession( ) 

// Close the current session, where the remote database server 
will close user’s account and will not respond user’s queries and 
commands before  creating a new session for the user. 

 FCloseSystem( ) 

// Close the system, where all the active sessions will be closed 
without any tip and the dialog in front end will close. The user 
must re-run the system to start a new dialogue. 

For each query and command template above, we can generate 
one or more corresponding answers template. To generate the 
final answer, just fill in the key information into the answer 
template.  

For example, “what is X’s (stock name) price?” is a query 
template. Its corresponding answer template is “X’s (stock name) 
price is Y”. X can be obtained in user’s query. Y can be retrieved 
from the stock database. The system can easily generate the 
answer. 

3.3 Portability among domains 

Based on this model, when applying the dialogue framework of 
one domain to another, developers will not be necessary to 
redesign the main body of the system. Instead, they only need to 
focus on reconstructing the base and non-base categories, and 
collecting the new sentence templates. 

For instance, in a local transportation guide system, the base 
category can be defined as the names of streets and well-known 
buildings, while the verbs “take” “go” “buy” belonged to the 
non-base category.  

4. CONCLUSION 

A new spoken dialogue model is presented, which is based on 
the extended Lambek calculus. We extend orthodox Lambek 
calculus with “AND” “OR” and “NOT” Boolean calculus, target 

to process some complex sentences and expressions. Taking 
stock trading as the specific domain and employing a set of 
templates as the implementation approach, we demonstrated how 
to create a prototype dialogue system. Subjective evaluation 
shows the result is quite promising. Ignoring the speech 
recognition errors, more than 95% utterances were processed, 
others were rejected with a prompt to remind the user to repeat 
the question or command again.  

However, we still need a rigorous objective evaluation to verify 
our model’s high efficiency. In addition, we are deploying our 
model to another domain, therefore, to verify that our model is 
quite portable.  
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